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EXIMUS PARTNERS 
 
Today, 1st July 2017, marks the end of our fourth fiscal year. The partnership during this period 
engaged exclusively in stock market investment. 
 
This year, the partnership had a return of 11% before fees and 6.6% after fees against the 
market’s 13% i.e. we underperformed the market by 2%. Since inception, the partnership has 
had a cumulative gain of 164.7% before fees, (stock market -7.7%) at a compounded rate of 
27.6%. 
 
Partnership Performance 

Year 
Partnership 
Results 

Limited Partner 
Results 

Market Index 
Results 

2014 96.7% 82.8% 13.9% 
2015 -7.4% -9.2% -23% 
2016 29.5% 19.5% -6.9% 
2017 11% 6.6% 13% 
Compounded Result 164.7% 113.8% -7.7% 

 
 
The objectives and parameters we set for ourselves are outlined below to make measuring our 
results easier. 
 
OBJECTIVES 

• Primary objective: Return of 20% compounded annually (to be measured in three year 
intervals) i.e. I should be expected to double your money every 3 years and 7 months. 

• Secondary objective: To beat the market by 5% annually 
• We also stress that short-term results not be given too much weight. 

 
THE RESULT IN CONTEXT  
This year, the Nigerian Stock Exchange Index rose from 29,305 points to 33,117 points; a gain 
of 13%. For the first time since our inception, the stock market index outperformed our fund. 
The partnership had a gain of 11%. This was a subpar result. But of course, it was certain that 
the market would outperform us eventually, over a one year period. I do not expect this to 
occur over three year periods.  
 
Our current position is promising. We hold a portfolio of one high quality business, with 
possibility of substantial growth, purchased at a huge discount to value; one fast growing 
business with a good management currently trading at about 25% of calculated value; and one 
poorly managed, with a possibly extraordinary return proposition at little risk, trading at less 
than 10% of asset value. I am excited. 
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Although economic predictions are not my game, I expect this year to be a good one with 
economic conditions improving and the value of our portfolio at least partly realized. My 
thought is bolstered by the improving currency situation, the improving inflation picture, and 
the apparent gradual move away from the recession. 
 
The Case for The Patient Investor 
In the third week of June 2017, our stock portfolio was valued at about X naira. On the 30th of 
June, it was valued at 0.7X naira. With absolutely zero new information about any of our 
companies released, and no major economic surprises of any kind, our portfolio companies 
collectively lost a significant portion of its “value”. The likely explanation for this reduction 
in value is that investors sold their stocks in anticipation of Eid-al-Fitr (Salah), an argument 
supported by the immediate price rebound following the holiday. Two questions arise: Does 
the coming of Salah reduce the value of businesses, and is our percentage of these companies 
worth X naira or 0.7X naira?  The latter’s answer is, possibly neither. The value of a company 
(or in our case, portfolio of companies) is exactly how much cash it is expected to produce 
over its lifetime. Thus, the price of a company tells you nothing of its value. This reality creates 
an opportunity for the patient, level-headed investor to buy good companies at good prices.  
Warren Buffett, the famous investor, in a recent annual letter offered a perfect allegory on how 
to look at investments.  
 
“If a moody fellow with a farm bordering my property yelled out a price every day to me at 
which he would either buy my farm or sell me his — and those prices varied widely over short 
periods of time depending on his mental state — how in the world could I be other than 
benefited," Buffett wrote. "If his daily shout-out was ridiculously low, and I had some spare 
cash, I would buy his farm. If the number he yelled was absurdly high, I could either sell to 
him or just go on farming. Owners of stocks, however, too often let the capricious and irrational 
behavior of their fellow owners cause them to behave irrationally," he wrote. "Because there 
is so much chatter about markets, the economy, interest rates, price behavior of stocks, etc., 
some investors believe it is important to listen to pundits — and, worse yet, important to 
consider acting upon their comments." 
 
No words better embody our attitude towards investment. Should you have any questions or if 
I have not been clear in any respect, I would be happy to hear from you. 
 
 
Taslim Ahmed Iya 


